GCSE ART- SUMMER 2
SKILLS BASED TASKS PART 1- LINE:
Now that you have been set your final task for the identity project, you will be
set a series of tasks to help you continue to practice and maintain your skills set
during this time.
Now is the perfect time to go back to basics, test what you’ve learned and
strengthen the control you have over your tools and materials.
You may either complete these tasks at the back of your book (starting on the
last page and working backwards) or on separate paper. Keep the outcomes
as we can add them to your body of assessed work when we get back.
It is important to complete each task set and share your progress on Edmodo,
even if you are still catching up with Identity project tasks.

Formal Elements: Line, Line as Tone, Detail, Shape.
Keywords: Sketch, Soft, Pressure, Mark-making, Thin/Thick.

Watch this video about ‘Lines’ in Art.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BDePyEFT1gQ

In Art, Line is an important formal element. There are many ways to create Lines or marks using different tools and
techniques. Lines can be thick, thin, long, short and can have many different qualities and styles. Generally, Lines
come first when starting a drawing, painting or print etc. It’s important to practice creating Lines, develop control over
your tools and understand of how to vary your Lines to capture the desired effect.
Line comes first

Tone is added

Task 1- Pressure and Line Quality when drawing:

It is important to notice the way you hold your pencil and the level of pressure you apply to the page when drawing.
Controlling the level of pressure you create on the page with your pencil is an essential skill to master. In addition,
understanding when to change the quality or thickness of the lines to show light or distance will help your drawings
appear more realistic. If the lines you draw are too hard or the same thickness all the way around the shape, the
drawing may appear unrealistic or cartoon like.
Watch these two videos: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSpLMzJNSJ4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jmVJCgKkDyA
Now practice drawing objects and/ or images of your choice in pencil- first sketching softly, then controlling the
pressure on your pencil to create different line quality or thickness, depending on the light source.
Soft sketching

Line quality- too hard/ same thickness vs varied quality

Task 2- Lines and Marks:

Using a pencil, practice making lines with different
qualities or thickness. Next, make a series of other
lines/ marks- e.g. hatching, stippling. Notice how
you hold your pencil each time you change the
line type, style or thickness.
*You could try this with a biro pen as well

Task 3- Drawing with Lines/ Line as Tone:

Now experiment further by drawing an object or image of your choice using
only Line. You can use one or more mark making techniques.
When applying Tone and Shade, you should not blend, smudge or use solid
areas of Tone, instead, use lines which are thicker or closer together to create
‘darkness’, and use softer, spread out lines to create ‘lightness’.

